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Four Crew Quarters (CQs) are currently operating aboard the International Space
Station (ISS) to support United States On-orbit Segment (USOS) crew members. These CQs
serve as each crew member’s personal, private space for activities such as sleeping, working,
holding private medical or family conferences, changing clothes, and personal downtime.
The CQs have supported the ISS continuously since 2008. Since then, crew members have
generated ample feedback based on their experience with the CQ. A new, modified crew
quarters concept was investigated to augment the existing CQs and support the future
increased USOS contingent. This new design is based on the CQ while incorporating crew
member feedback as well as new commercial technology. Key areas of improvement are
carbon dioxide mixing and washout, general illumination technology and layout, reduced
acoustic emissions at higher ventilation flow to allow for improved thermal management,
and more versatile sleeping accommodations. The new crew quarters design is also
constrained by present-day launch vehicles, which are not capable of launching full
integrated racks. These limitations may also extend to exploration missions in which a deep
space transportation vehicle is outfitted over the course of several missions. Private spaces
are essential to ensuring the productivity and alertness of the crew working extended periods
in space. This paper will detail experience with the CQs and provide recommendations for
modifications that will better facilitate crew health during long-duration missions.
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I. Crew Quarters Background

C

REW members carrying out long-duration stays in space aboard the International Space Station (ISS) are
provided with their own personal accommodations for the length of their mission. For United States On-orbit
Segment (USOS) crew members, these individual housing compartments are called the Crew Quarters (CQ) (Figure
1). The ISS currently sustains four CQs for this purpose. A CQ serves as a personal, private area for its assigned
crew member to use for rest, sleep, work, and personal activities such as changing clothing, reading/writing,
computer usage (email, movies, and applications), personal communication, and private medical consultations. The
CQ also provides limited stowage for personal items, clothing, and computer accessories; exterior light and noise
isolation; radiation protection; adjustable thermal environment;
and power, Local Area Network, and Caution & Warning alarms.
The CQs were built as completely integrated rack assemblies,
requiring only a few actions on-orbit to install aboard the ISS.
The four CQs are installed in a ring formation within a module
near the forward section of the ISS. Launched aboard the Space
Shuttle and installed in 2008, the CQs have supported dozens of
expeditions to the ISS and are planned to be sustained for the
forseeable future.
The predecessor to the CQs was known as the Temporary
Sleep Station (TeSS). Intended to be a stopgap until a more
permanent and functional crew quarters could be developed, the
TeSS was installed in the ISS in 2001 to enable an additional ISS
crew accommodation, and was eventually removed in 2007.
Similar to the CQ, the TeSS was mounted within a rack and
contained radiation protection for the occupant. Unlike the CQ,
the TeSS did not contain its own ventilation system and relied on
the main station air supply for ventilation. TeSS did not have its
own alarm system but was positioned next to a Caution &
Warning alarm box with a hole cut in the structure to allow the
occupant to hear the alarm. Also, TeSS was launched to the ISS
disassembled and required major assembly by the crew on-orbit.
Although relatively inexpensive to develop and fabricate, the
TeSS lacked several features deemed important for support of
long-duration crew members aboard the ISS. Upon increasing the
permanent ISS crew complement from three to six, a new crew
Figure 1. Crew Quarters.
quarters design was developed, which became the CQ project.
The four CQs have operated fairly consistently without major issue for the past 10 years. Comments from crew
members about their experience with the CQs are generally quite positive. The few common criticisms relate to the
temperature inside the CQ volume, increased carbon dioxide (CO2) levels inside the CQ volume when the doors are
closed (typically at night for sleep), and the brightness and placement of the general lighting assembly within the CQ
volume. Otherwise, the CQs are considered appropriately sized and outfitted for crew members to rest and perform
work in a quiet area.
A crew quarters investigation was performed in early 2016 as part of a larger examination into the feasibility of
increasing the permanent ISS crew complement from six to seven, adding an additional USOS crew member.
Depending on crewed flight schedules and potential off-nominal scenarios, lengthy periods of time were anticipated
where a fifth crew quarters would be required to support the USOS crew. The investigation was partly prompted by
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the retirement of the Space Shuttle in 2011 – the CQs were designed to be launched as an integrated rack on the
Space Shuttle. With the anticipated conclusion of the H-II Transfer Vehicle and Automated Transfer Vehicle flights,
no resupply vehicle would be capable of launching integrated rack-sized hardware. The ISS would need a design
with similar functions as the CQ but launched disassembled for crew assembly on-orbit, as with the TeSS. In late
2016, the ISS Program approved the Multipurpose Crew Quarters (MCQ) project through the Preliminary Design
Review, whereupon the project would be reassessed based on updated flight schedules. In late 2017, the remainder
of the project was cancelled due to diminishing anticipated need for the fifth crew quarters; however, the project
work done through the Preliminary Design Review can help inform future designs into crew quarters for the ISS and
deep space vehicles where launch vehicle constraints affect the design of rack-sized hardware or where particularly
long-duration stays are expected and crew health and performance is paramount.

II. Investigation into Multipurpose Crew Quarters Concept
The MCQ was intended to support a fifth USOS crew member during time periods where flight schedules
overlapped. Depending on the flight schedule, the MCQ could be unoccupied for significant periods of time
throughout the year. During this time, other uses for the volume were investigated including use as additional
storage space or as a private “phone booth” for temporary/short-term crew members, or outfitted with a waterproof
liner to act as a private hygiene station. Due to the periodic use of the MCQ, the ISS Program wanted to avoid costly
redesigns of the CQ or development of a brand new system from the ground up. The intention of the MCQ project
was to be based heavily on the CQ design to save resources. Because the CQ is well-liked by the crew, the goal was
to make only incremental improvements to the design if resources were available. For example, new commercial
technology developed since the certification of the original CQ could be used to outfit the MCQ with new
capabilities. Key areas of the MCQ that were identified as benefitting from these incremental improvements
included CO2 mixing and washout, general illumination technology and layout, acoustics emissions and thermal
management, and sleeping accommodations. Other features of the CQ for tasks such as working, reading, and
connectivity were left largely the same for the MCQ design so the functionality between the two concepts is
relatively consistent. Further, the habitable volume of the MCQ (approximately 1.7 m3) is comparable to the CQ.
The MCQ faced different environmental challenges from CQ due to its anticipated installed location aboard the
ISS. The MCQ was expected to be installed into a different module than the CQs. The installed location of the four
CQs is a noisier (higher average decibel) environment than the planned location for the MCQ; however, the MCQ
location experiences a greater occurrence of impulse noises due to the periodic activation of nearby valves. The
acoustic dampening for the design would need to account for this. In terms of radiation protection, the four CQs are
positioned in a ring1 to provide the most shielding against incoming radiation. The MCQ, being standalone, would
require additional heavy radiation protection to be placed into different sections of the hardware, which is dictated
by the hardware’s installed orientation and direction of incoming radiation. Additionally, the keep-out zones for ISS
module lights, fire ports, and other obstructions can vary by module, thus potentially impacting the allowable outer
envelope and shape of the MCQ.
A. Multipurpose Crew Quarters Constraints
The MCQ has a few programmatic limitations compared to the CQ. Due to current launch vehicle capability, or
the inability to launch integrated rack-sized hardware, the MCQ would need to be launched disassembled and then
assembled by crew on-orbit, which requires a different and modular design approach. This increases the complexity
of the design, adds mass to the final product, requires valuable crew time to assemble, and inherently necessitates
looser tolerances in the design, which equate to gaps between connecting parts. Good air circulation is needed for
proper CO2 mixing/washout and thermal management, and is affected by leaks in the habitable volume structure.
Unintentional leaks divert flow from the nominal flow path and generally result in reduced CO2 washout and
reduced thermal control.
The large amount of on-orbit assembly would likely involve looser fitment of components than the standard CQ,
therefore gaps must be addressed. For the MCQ, direct abutment of mating components along most of the flow
bounding region, wherever practical, was envisioned. This strategy is not unlike designing enclosures with
appropriate tongue-and-groove features to prevent electromagnetic interference transmission. In cases where gaps
are planned or likely to exist, it was expected to use gap prevention components in the form of tape or softgood
closeouts to be applied after primary structure assembly and before installation of acoustic dampening blankets.
Although this increased the complexity of the design, the MCQ was not restricted by launch vehicle mass limitations
for rack-sized integrated hardware. This allowed the final product to weigh more, thereby providing more margin for
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the additional structural supports that a modular system would require for stability and for additional radiation
protection for the occupant.
B. Multipurpose Crew Quarters Assembly Design and Approach
Compared to CQ, the assembly strategy for the MCQ is highly constrained by launching disassembled. The
result is an end-item that has two carefully designed configurations: the on-orbit operational state and the launch kit.
Of these two configurations, the launch kit is the most novel element of the MCQ. In contrast, the operational
configurations are most nearly the same or very similar in terms of overall geometry, appearance, usability, and
primary functions. The development cycle is reduced by mimicking the CQ, notwithstanding the challenge of
packaging the unit in a launch kit.
The launch kit is comparable to the TeSS launch kit but with the added complexity of building a rigid rack frame
on-orbit and installing an integrated ventilation system rather than simply using a ventilation port to interface to the
ISS ventilation system. The original CQ design and build process has the convenience of performing assembly of a
relatively large structure with a suite of ground-based fixturing and assembly aids that allow for intermediate
observation and verification of position, alignment, and proper fitment of components. The MCQ must ensure that
these geometric properties are within similar limits. However, the new concept has the challenge of desiging
features into components such that this positioning, alignment, and proper fitment can occur in a comparatively
confined space, in microgravity, with few fixturing tools and fewer tools altogether, and under limited assembly
time. Although the outward appearance of the MCQ is very similar to CQ, the logistics and component features
associated with assembly are quite different.
Past work has surveyed a variety of sleeping quarters launch kits and related concepts.2 The MCQ approach
essentially uses a build-in-place rack and a large bumpout subassembly. The most notable assembly difference from
the CQ is with the rack structure. The MCQ employs a frame-and-panel approach where all panels and the frame
combine to form a singular stressed member (Figure 2). Unlike TeSS that used a non-rigid suspension system, the
MCQ mounts nearly like a standard rack once it is installed. The rack assembly also does not have the overhead
pop-up feature found on the existing CQ.
The MCQ bumpout assembly is similar to CQ except that more electrical subassemblies are integrated into the
bumpout than is done for CQ. It is mechanically self-contained as a single assembly and maintains similar geometry,
including doorway, and overall ventilation layout as CQ. The bumpout can be removed and installed to the main
rack frame in a similar manner as CQ. The MCQ is constructed differently by using a frame and thin skin approach
compared to the CQ, which uses larger machined parts that function as both skin closeouts and the frame.
As a modular design, the MCQ suffers a mass penalty compared to the integrated and optimized CQ design. The
preliminary MCQ design weighs approximately 25% more than the final CQ design. One driving factor for this
increase is that requirements for site assembly of the MCQ force the design to include additional structure and
supports for hardware rigidity and facilitate crew member assembly. Another driving factor is the additional
radiation protection required due to the expected installed location of the MCQ within the ISS. Additionally, the
modularity of the design relieved the launch mass constraints associated with the CQ, which launched as one
assembly aboard the Space Shuttle. The project was thus allowed a higher mass budget. If the project continued
through final design the mass would likely be refined as the design was optimized.

Figure 2. The MCQ frame and panel rack concept with integrated bumpout subassembly.
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III. Key Features of the Multipurpose Crew Quarters
In the development of the MCQ volume and outfitting, a few key design aspects were identified as areas where
improvements would have a noticeable effect on crew comfort. Crew members have often noted high levels of CO2
within the CQs. The lighting technology used is overpowered for the volume, and the lamp is placed in an
inconvenient location due to project restrictions. The temperature within the CQ is often uncomfortably high. When
the CQ fan speed is turned to maximum, the noise the fans project into the volume is an annoyance; however, lower
fan speeds can be inadequate in rejecting heat from the volume. The sleeping bag provided to crew members is also
described as too warm for the CQ environment and is not as adjustable to crew preference modifications as is
preferred. Finally, other small modifications to the CQ design help to increase the overall versatility and efficiency
of the space.
A. Carbon Dioxide Mixing and Washout
One focus area is CO2 mixing because past crew comments have noted high CO2 levels in CQ. High CO2 levels
lead to increased crew member temperature, cause headaches and light headedness, and negatively impact cognitive
ability. Upon review of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) data, it appears that the CQ vent flows excessive air
over the crew member’s head position and then downward along the rear wall, and exhausts out the CQ, thus leaving
stagnant zones in the middle. A basic goal is to achieve fairly uniform flow from head to toe, avoid localized jetting
at excessive velocities, and avoid stagnant zones with low velocity.
To fully address the CO2 issue, the overall system was considered in terms of key flow performance parameters
and ensured that they are within appropriate ranges when subject to appropriate constraints and boundary conditions.
Such performance parameters include net total volumetric flow, minimum flow velocity, size of stagnant flow
regions, and CO2 levels. In terms of the design variables, alternative vent configurations were considered. The
performance parameters are discussed, followed by descriptions of some vent options in terms of vent placement
and vent geometries.
Total volumetric flow minimums, as it relates to CO2 buildup, can be represented with a first order differential
equation. Making the generous assumption of 100% instantaneous mixing, Figure 3 shows the internal CO2 level as
a function of inlet CO2 concentration. The CQ CO2 requirement is for no greater than a 0.8 mmHg increase in CO2
from inlet to outlet. This characterization allows one to identify an approximate minimum volumetric flow to
address CO2 increase from inlet to exhaust. Essentially, this is the notion of washout. In other words, the CO2
concentration will rise by a known amount, given some inlet concentration and metabolic CO2 generation. Note the
minimum suggested flow for washout after taking into account margin and considerations for moniotiring and
avoiding nuisance CO2 alarms – about 30 cfm – is lower
than the flow required for thermal control under the
assumption of 100% mixing. Given that this washout
approach makes the non-conservative assumption of full
mixing, the volumetric flow derived in this manner is only
half of the constraint. Mixing is the other half.
Mixing of the air is also necessary and is neither 100%
nor instantaneous. The approach to evaluate mixing is to use
CFD analyses where the interest is to examine flow
velocities. Input from Environmental Control and Life
Support System subject matter experts suggests certain
considerations regarding flow velocities. First, consider lowflow velocity (“dead zones”) as approximately less than 10
fpm and that regions of interest include the habitable volume
exclusive of a 1-inch easement to internal boundaries. In
addition, about 65% of the total volume should be above this
10 fpm velocity for the volume to be considered safely
habitable. A prudent approach is to ensure that flow streams
at the crew member’s head in the sleep state are
predominantly above this 10 fpm minimum, regardless of the
Figure 3. Transient and steady-state CO2 levels in fraction of suitable flow in the overall system. This implies a
preferred orientation for a crew member to sleep.
the CQ for different inlet concentrations of CO2.
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It was found via full-scale mockup testing and CFD analysis that a larger vent register reduced the flow
velocities, given the same volumentric flow. Intuitively, a lower flow velocity may seem undesirable; however, the
key is that uniformity of flow improved due to less localized high-velocity flow streams and consequently fewer
stagnant zones. The preliminary MCQ main vent register design is approximately twice the surface area of the CQ
vent register. The CFD results suggest improved mixing at the crew head area; therefore, the larger vent appears to
have merit and should be considered further.
One potential issue is vent adjustability. If louvers are designed as fixed and result in undesirable flow on-orbit
despite ground testing, then the lack of adjustment is a barrier to
fixing this problem. If louvers are adjustable, then crew
preference may be strong enough to point vents away from the
face. In both cases, future efforts should consider flow
sensitivities related to louver position including reasonable
maximum and minimum settings. Regarding louver position, a
side effect of increased CO2 levels is increased crew temperature,
which may lead the crew to self-adjust vents toward the face. A
robust design approach should develop a solution that mixes the
CO2 from the head area to maintain both appropriate CO2 levels
and thermal comfort despite reasonably expected variations in
crew preference items including louver position and fan speed.
The challenge of ensuring adequate CO2 washout across all
reasonable inputs becomes more apparent when one considers
cases where fan speed is set to low and the louver position is
away from the face. The preliminary MCQ vent design includes
fixed vanes at two angles, one of which points down toward the
crew member’s face (Figure 4). Analysis has shown promise in Figure 4. MCQ main vent register with fixed
this design for sufficient air mixing. However, this is based on vanes in horizontal (upper) and angled
CFD analysis and basic mockup testing. Additional work is (lower) positions.
required to analyze for multiple flow cases as well as testing to validate the design.
In addition to studies of the vent in the bumpout, we examined an alternative configuration with a second side
vent in the location above the CQ light. This duct addition further increases the vent outlet area and serves to direct
the flow orthogonal to the main vent flow (Figure 5). The result is improved mixing. A downside to this approach is
the added complexity of a second duct that must be integrated with the primary duct. This has implications on
structural mounting and leak path mitigation due to on-orbit assembly. Flow balancing between ducts is also a
consideration that likely requires full-scale tuning to ensure nominal flows are bounded appropriately both high and
low at each vent. Acoustic design is also related because the secondary duct feeds from a location closer to the fan
noise source. Each of these items should be addressed in future designs.

Figure 5. CFD models used to investigate mixing. Left to right: velocity field in plane, flow streams, and
surfaces with the same flow velocity.
The overall findings for CO2 mixing are that CO2 washout (net average increase in CO2 from inlet to outlet)
requires only about 30 cfm, a side vent in addition to the bumpout vent appears to improve mixing near head region,
louver position does not appreciably affect mixing one way or the other for moderate (0°-30°) vertical excursions,
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and higher fan settings (approximately 90 cfm or more) are needed to achieve widespread mixing including those
regions near the head. Therefore, fairly high (90 cfm) flow is needed to address CO2 mixing near the head. Future
work may find improved solutions by further optimizing the vent registers and vent locations such that lower
volumetric flows can still be used to supply adequate mixing near the head.
B. General Illumination Technology and Layout
The small habitat of a sleep station such as CQ is a challenging environment to illuminate while addressing the
range of tasks performed inside this small volume. The habitat is only large enough for a crew member to sleep,
read, and don-doff clothing. When the crew member is inside the habitat volume, his or her body creates its own
barrier for transmission of light within the volume. Because of the limited surface area, any lamp installed inside the
habitat has the potential to glare into the crew member’s
eyes, create reflected glare on display devices, and cast
stark shadows. Additionally, the choice of surface
material used to line the habitat can also create problems
for the lighting. Because the enclosure is so small, interreflectance of light within the habitat can exacerbate the
attenuation of light at different spectral bands, thus
potentially altering the apparent color of white light.
The original CQ was outfitted with a fluorescent lamp
from the ISS supply of its standard ambient light source,
called the General Luminaire Assembly (GLA). This
lamp was selected out of the convenience of an available
light source supply instead of incurring significant project
costs to develop a custom light source for the volume of
the CQ. The GLA was mounted inside the CQ on a side
wall near the top of the volume due to mechanical design
limitations of the volume. This unfortunately put the lamp
in front of, and in the view of, a crew member using the
habitat. The GLA does not reliably dim, and the assembly
takes up valuable space in the habitat. The glare and
brightness of the GLA were addressed by the CQ project
with the addition of an adjustable lamp shade. At the time
of CQ installation on the ISS, little more could be done to
make a better light source, outside of designing a new
lamp.
In 2010, the ISS Program initiated a project to replace
all of the fluorescent lighting on the ISS with solid state
light-emitting diode (LED). The new light source, called
the Solid State Lighting Assembly (SSLA) is an
innovation for the ISS lighting environment because it
incorporates a medical countermeasure to improve the
crew’s circadian health. In addition to being solid state
and using less power than fluorescent lighting, the SSLA
is able to dim its intensity and change its light spectrum to
three different spectral modes. Refer to the Appendix for
data regarding the spectral modes. The SSLA maintains
the same form factor as the GLA due to equipment
replacement requirements. Additionally, because the
SSLAs had an “in-place” replacement requirement, all of
their electronics and drivers are incorporated into each
unit separately. The heat loads from the light source and
driver circuitry could not be separated. SSLAs were
installed in all CQs in late 2016 and early 2017. The new
lighting is much better than the GLA but still has the Figure 6. MCQ lighting alternatives (SSLA vs LED
Light Panel).
same problem as the GLA: its mounting location.
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Originally, the MCQ project was planned to have the same lighting configuration as CQ. Fortunately for the
MCQ, solid-state lighting has advanced much since the development of the SSLA. One of the major advancements
was in the development of optics designed to optimize the small form factor of LED light sources. Johnson Space
Center’s (JSC’s) Lighting Environment Test Facility showcased this new technology, called the LED Light Panel, to
the project team, who found it would be a superior alternative to using the SSLA in the MCQ volume. The SSLA
project had challenges with mechanical and thermal loads due to shipping and installation requirements. Figure 6
showcases the differences of sidewall verses overhead ambient lighting. An LED Light Panel is a large diffuse
luminous surface that is only a quarter of an inch thick, which allowed for installation options not previously
possible. Additionally, because an LED Light Panel is just LEDs with special optics, the driver electronics could be
separately located outside the habitat volume, thereby allowing for better air quality and thermal management.
Because an LED Light Panel is so thin, the project found that it could be mounted into the ceiling of the habitable
volume instead of the upper side wall directly facing the crew member, as is done with the SSLA. The MCQ was
able to reduce glare and improve horizontal and vertical illumination throughout the volume by making the lamp
take up the entire ceiling.
One of the challenges in receiving approval to use a new LED lighting technology instead of an SSLA, which is
the new standard light source for the ISS, is the duplication of the circadian health countermeasure of the SSLA.
This countermeasure utilizes ratios of visible light wavelengths to impact the suppression or production of melatonin
– bluer light is more alerting (good for waking up) whereas redder light is less alerting (good for going to sleep).
Refer to the Appendix for further explanation of circadian lighting countermeasures. The project needed to prove
that incorporation of an LED Light Panel into the habitat would provide similar or better benefits. LED Light Panels
can be procured as spectrum (color temperature) adjustable lamps. A color temperature tunable commercial off-theshelf (COTS) LED Light Panel, designed to fit inside the ceiling of a MCQ mockup, was ordered and installed. The
JSC Lighting Environment Test Facility collected lamp and habitat spectrum data to compare performance between
an SSLA type (side wall) installation and an overhead LED Light Panel installation. Spectrum data were compared
between both lamp types and spectral data from a flight-like CQ with an SSLA installed (refer to the Appendix).
Performance metrics showed similar or better performance for meeting both circadian health countermeasure and
human task performance lighting requirements. Additionally, crew evaluations of the MCQ mockup with an LED
Light Panel installed in the ceiling found a strong preference for overhead lighting with a large diffuse light source
versus the SSLA.
In taking detailed spectrum measurements of the MCQ habitat, the Lighting Environment Test Facility noticed a
shift in the light spectrum of the environment verses the advertised and emitted lamp spectrum. The MCQ had a
white interior lining; however, spectral reflectance
measurements showed the material absorbed blue
light. Inter-reflectance within the habitat absorbed
most of the blue light from the light source.
After
20
Original
Although this did not create a problem in meeting
bounces
light
circadian countermeasure requirements, it could
spectrum
have if a required spectrum for the habitat was being
enforced. The observation showed that care must be
taken in the implementation of architectural surface
materials of small habitats if the habitat has specific
spectrum requirements. Figure 7 shows the relative
spectral intensity of reflected light after 20 bounces
off the CQ acoustic blanket surfaces with the
reflectance shown in Figure 8. Even though changes
to the spectrum may be dramatic, each new spectrum
has significantly less energy than the original. The
final spectrum at any point in the room is an
integration of all rays of light in that location.
Measurement locations closer to the light source will
Figure 7. Effects of spectral absorption on ambient light show a spectrum more like the light source locations
spectrum.
farther away.
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There are many project benefits to using the LED
lighting technology in the CQ instead of a GLA or an
SSLA. A common complaint of the CQ by crew
members is that it is too warm with the SSLA and all
electronics running. The SSLA contributes a
significant portion of the heat load to the volume
since the CQ structure is not able to provide
sufficient heat conduction away from the internal
volume. With the LED lighting technology, most of
the heat emanates from the driver, which can be
relocated
outside
the
habitable
volume.
Repositioning the LED lamp overhead provides a
more natural lighting environment in which the crew
member can perform tasks. Shadows are reduced and
glare is less of an issue due to the diffuse nature of
the lamp. The LED Light Panel also uses less volume
Figure 8. MCQ acoustic blanket spectral reflectance
than the SSLA, thereby allowing more wall space for
vs wavelength.
crew members to utilize.
Lighting technology is constantly evolving, thus
allowing for the production of more versatile and cost effective lighting solutions. Taking advantage of this
technology’s additional capabilities (e.g., countermeasures) and sizing the lamp for the habitable volume is expected
to have a noticeable effect on crew health and alertness. A crew member’s quarters is often his or her only reprieve
from the bright, noisy environment of the rest of the vehicle. Developing a private area in which the crew member
can rest is expected to increase crew function during long-duration expeditions in space.
C. Acoustics Emissions and Thermal Management
A fundamental trade for the CQ is thermal comfort versus acoustic distractions. A great deal of effort was made
during the original CQ development to optimize this trade.3 Nevertheless, the CQ fans tend to be loud when set on
high speed, which is needed for thermal comfort during high heat load scenarios. The MCQ project’s approach was
to first establish heat loading and size fans in terms of required volumetric flow for steady-state loading. Candidate
fans were then evaluated by consideration of datasheet specifications and performance in an MCQ mockup. Two
primary guidelines are used: in general, larger fans operating at slower speeds offer lower sound output; secondly,
torturous path ducting lined with acoustic abatement materials helps reduce sound output. In terms of required flow
based on heat load, flow sizing is based on a “working” heat load environment and a “sleeping” heat load
environment with the requirements of maintaining a temperature rise of no greater than 9°F above ambient during
working and no greater than 5°F above ambient during sleeping.
NASA considered several trades relating to fan selection and thermal control in general. One consideration is
whether to use axial fans such as those found in CQ or to use centrifugal fans that operate at lower revolutions per
minute (RPM), given the same flowrate.1 Another possibility is to allow for increased thermal exceedances during
selected cases and, in particular, those with only brief increases in thermal load (transient cases). Thermal
requirements as written include no distinction between transient and steady-state cases. Segregating the transient
case and allowing for higher excursions during transient states due to electronics (laptop and tablet computer)
charging activities would permit these cases to be met more readily.
Larger, lower RPM centrifugal fans seemed to perform better than axial fans, based on mockup testing. The
centrifugal fans that were tested generate about 100 cfm at about 50% duty cycle. The configuration included two
centrifugal fans in series and in approximately the same location as the CQ fans. It was also found that a larger,
more powerful fan at the exhaust offers improved internal acoustic emissions with the penalty that the external
emissions is higher. Subjectively, these centrifugal fans seem less annoying to several observers in terms of their
acoustic output. Testing showed that the axial CQ fans were more multi-tonal whereas the centrifugal fans were
more single/dual tone. The project downselected to a centrifugal fan type for their flow and acoustic performance
despite the penalty of their larger size.
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Figure 9. Fan performance comparison.

Figure 9 illustrates the flow capability of these
fans compared to the CQ axial fans in the CQ series
configuration. Basically, the centrifugal fans run
slower and produce a lower acoustic signature
despite flowing about the same as the CQ fan
running at high RPM and having a more distracting
sound.
The takeaways are that regardless of the
particular fans chosen, the main rule of thumb to
consider is finding a reasonable balance among flow
performance, acoustic performance, size, and
various peripheral issues including fan reliability,
form factor, mounting provisions, etc. One
programmatic note from a development cycle
perspective is that designing for suitable acoustic
output is not trivial. Reliable evaluations virtually
require full-scale physical testing and this phase of
work should be factored into project planning such
that the sequence of design-build-test, and
potentially repeat, is feasible and meaningful.

D. Sleeping Accommodations
USOS crew members make use of sleeping bags within their CQ. The sleeping bags provide a soft, warm
environment and also serve as restraints to hold the crew member in place. A sleeping bag is tied via fabric straps to
the wall of the CQ opposite the crew member’s electronics and SSLA. In this position, a crew member can use the
sleeping bag for nighttime sleep, daytime naps, or during waking hours to simply remain restrained while working
or relaxing.
Currently, USOS crew members launching aboard Soyuz vehicles are provided Russian-developed sleeping bags
for use inside their CQ for the length of their mission. Although these sleeping bags are generally well-received by
the crew, the increased temperature within the CQ leads to crew comments that the Russian sleeping bags are too
warm for the CQ environment. Some larger crew members also find the sleeping bag to be too constricting. In
response, the crew members will occasionally modify their sleeping bags by cutting ventilation slits or removing
sections to make it more comfortable. Programmatically, these sleeping bags will not be available for USOS crew
members launching aboard United States Crew Vehicles (USCVs) developed by private commercial partners in the
United States. This would leave USOS crew members without a sleeping bag for use on-orbit. In 2015, the ISS
Program directed the development of a new sleeping bag for use by USOS crew members launching aboard USCVs.
A feasibility study was first performed to determine whether COTS sleeping bags would suffice for this purpose.
Several types were examined. All types contained several downsides, which made them unsuitable for use in the
CQs. The primary concerns were that the sleeping bags are constructed of flammable material, the insulating
material in many sleeping bags are common allergens, and most COTS sleeping bags are designed for temperature
environments that are tens of degrees Fahrenheit cooler than the temperature found in the CQs – often close to 80°F.
The major finding of this study was that COTS replacements would require too many modifications to be cost
effective and thus were not recommended for this use.
Crew comments were solicited during the development of the new US Sleeping Bag to improve upon the current
design. Most of all, crew members desired the sleeping bag to be as versatile as possible since individual sleep
preferences vary significantly. Another common criticism was that typically the sleeping bag was too warm for the
CQ environment. The liners installed into the sleeping bag, analogous to the bed sheets on a bed and intended to be
swapped out periodically when sufficiently soiled, take too much time to install in microgravity, and dissuades crew
members from changing them out as often as they may have otherwise preferred. The sleeping bag should also fit a
wide range of crew members, from the 5th percentile Japanese female up to the 95th percentile American male as
defined by the International Space Station Flight Crew Integration Standard.4 A number of other minor adjustments
were proposed but will not be covered in this paper.
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A variety of features were conceived to make the design as versatile as
possible. A gusset was included along the majority of the perimeter to allow the
sleeping bag to expand if needed, similar to the feature on a suitcase (Figure
10). In this way, the sleeping bag can accommodate larger crew members by
expanding the gusset while smaller crew members can close the gusset to
prevent the bag from becoming too spacious. This also allows a crew member
to sleep with knees raised – a somewhat common sleeping position in
microgravity – without having to untie the sleeping bag from the wall.
Ventilation within the sleeping bag was enhanced to help keep the occupant
cool when needed. Due to flammability requirements, the exterior sleeping bag
fabric is Nomex, which is also a good thermal insulator that prevents the
occupant’s body heat from dissipating. Several small vents, made of a loose
netting material, were included on the front and back of the sleeping bag near
the core of the occupant (Figure 11). Flaps constructed of dual-layer Nomex
were included on all of the vents to close off the vent for a wamer thermal
environment. The entry zipper along the front of the sleeping bag included two
zipper pulls, which allow the occupant to create his or her own larger vent
along the front of the bag without fully opening the sleeping bag. The vent at
the bottom of the sleeping bag was enlarged and raised to allow shorter crew
members to better utilize that vent.
A large amount of Velcro is required to secure the liner to the bag –
particularly around the entire perimeter – to properly align the sleeping bag
liners with sleeping bag openings without bunching up. This causes great
difficulty during installation since the sleeping bag is lengthy and a small
misalignment at one end of the bag could stack and cause larger misalignments
at the other end or at openings for the arms or legs. To simplify this, the US
Figure 10. Expandable gusset.
Sleeping Bag liner includes three pairs of colored toggles located at the top and
bottom of the liner. These correspond with colored stitching around holes in the sleeping bag to assist with
alignment. If these toggles are aligned and fastened first, then most of the rest of the liner Velcro aligns with the
sleeping bag Velcro, thereby reducing alignment errors and facilitating efficient installation of the liner.
One US Sleeping Bag with replacement liners was used aboard the ISS in 2017 as a technology demonstration.
The enhanced features were well received with no further modifications suggested. The versatility of the sleeping
bag allowed the occupant to make adjustments per his or her preference. The occupant’s ability to use the sleeping
bag as he or she wanted was specifically noted as a major benefit of the new design.
The project team worked closely with the Crew Office to discuss features and evaluate prototypes throughout
the development of the US Sleeping Bag. It was
stressed that people can have strong personal
preferences with regard to sleep position and
temperature. Although guidelines exist regarding
temperature and other aspects to facilitate good sleep
that are typical of humans, it is important that the
sleeping accommodations include as much built-in
versatility as feasible to allow crew members to make
it their own. Facilitating good sleep is key to helping
crew members adjust to microgravity and living and
Figure 11. US Sleeping Bag vents.
working in space.5
E. Other Improvements Investigated
After 10 years of on-orbit operations of the CQ, NASA identified a few additional smaller improvements that
should be incorporated into future generations of crew quarters. A crew convenience feature are the USB charging
ports built in to the crew quarters structure, thereby avoiding reliance on the crew members’ laptops to charge their
tablet computers or crew preference electronics. Additional cable pass-throughs that are built in to the crew quarters
would allow crew members flexibility in charging additional electronics they may bring, either temporarily or
permanently, into their personal space. The CQ project originally anticipated crew use of a single laptop within the
quarters; that has since expanded to two laptops and a tablet computer for each crew member. To remove some heat
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sources from their quarters (i.e., the laptop power bricks), the ISS crew has cracked open sections of the CQs to
route the power bricks outside the CQ. However, breaking open the sealed habitable volume has a negative effect on
CO2 mixing/washout and thermal management of the volume. Extra built-in pass-throughs are simple-but-effective
methods of future-proofing the crew quarters. In addition, the CQ requires significant amounts of maintenance time
to clear the cooling fans and ducting of dust. Replacing the maintenance access panels’ fasteners with Velcro would
decrease the required maintenance time.

IV. Forward Work
The current CQ design is a good baseline for personal quarters that support crew members who are completing
long-duration stays in space. Based on 10 years of experience with the CQs, and taking advantage of commercial
technology advancements since the certification of the CQs, the MCQ project identified key areas of improvement
to target for rework. A deficiency was identified in each of these areas, potential solutions were developed, and
initial testing and analyses were performed to understand the solutions’ feasibility and likelihood of success.
Additional work for CO2 mixing and washout is required. Difficulties arise in providing sufficient airflow and
mixing in such a small volume when utilizing NASA’s baseline requirement of 65% of airflow above 10 fpm within
the volume in order to be considered safe. Further, developing a solution that is both successful per the requirement
specifications as well as amenable to crew preference for controlling airflow direction was not solved in the MCQ
project. It is possible that greater mixing in the area around the crew member’s head will alleviate some issues with
thermal discomfort caused by increased CO2 levels; however, full-scale mockup testing may be required to confirm
this change is sufficient. Moreover, focusing efforts on mixing around the crew member’s head does restrict the
usage of the crew quarters to a particular orientation.
The LED Light Panel technology is a promising solution to provide a more natural lighting environment for the
crew member while reducing shadows and increasing usable volume inside the crew quarters. However, the
implementation of the technology into a flight-certified design could reduce the usability of the light. The
certification of the SSLA reduced the dimming capability of the technology in order to avoid banding seen on
cameras used aboard the ISS. Additionally, the LED Light Panel’s spectrum should be analyzed more closely to
ensure that the light can sufficiently induce the desired countermeasure effects.
The most common criticism of the CQ is the noise level of the fans. High fan speed (~100 cfm) is required to
generate enough flow to reject heat from the habitable volume; however, this fan speed generates significant noise.
The centrifugal fan design appears to produce less noise, and only of a primarily single- or dual-tone frequency, than
the axial fan design. However, the centriful fan design is approximately 50% larger. Successfully integrating this fan
and designing the substantial ducting necessary to further reduce acoustic emissions is still undefined. Additional
acoustic testing of both fans needs to be performed to develop accurate acoustic frequency profiles to better
understand which frequencies need to be targeted for dampening.

V. Conclusion
Personal, private quarters that are noise and light isolated from the rest of the vehicle are essential to maintaining
crew health and performance during long-duration missions.6 Using the CQ design as a baseline, NASA identified
areas of improvement to pursue in an effort to further increase crew comfort. Baseline solutions were developed;
however, additional work is needed to further characterize the solutions and eventually transform into a flightcertified design. The actual implementation of the potential solutions discussed in this paper may diminish the end
benefit.
A recurring theme in the work to certify a new crew quarters was “built-in versatility.” Although this is generally
avoided in engineering projects in the pursuit of optimized solutions, the crew quarters is a highly personal piece of
hardware in which a crew member will spend significant portions of his or her day and will rely upon as a refuge
from the bright, noisy vehicle environment. The CQs have often been described as a crew member’s “bedroom,” and
are outfitted as such.7 The crew treats others’ CQs with a corresponding level of respect. Building in versatility to
the design will allow crew members to personalize it to their satisfaction, which leads to a higher level of comfort.
From a purely programmatic perspective, the potential exists for hardware to function differently in microgravity
than expected when designed on the ground, as with all projects. Predicting this possibility and allowing for some
adjustments to be made on-orbit can guard the project against potential failure.
Long-duration exploration missions will require some form of crew quarters to support the crew. Many of the
limitations of the MCQ are likely to be similar for exploration missions. Crew quarters for deep space vehicles may
need to be constructed modularly over time as supply vehicles are launched to a deep space vehicle for initial
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outfitting. Additionally, such projects are typically more complex to construct and design, and require significant
resources to develop the flight hardware, thus leading to programmatic decisions to use existing solutions in lieu of
developing new solutions tailored toward this specific use (e.g., using the GLA or SSLA in the CQs). However, the
core function of the crew quarters is to maintain crew health on long-duration missions; therefore, new development
solutions should not be dismissed despite potential additional resource costs. Costs could potentially be reduced by
leveraging the latest developments in commercial technology and adapting them for use in space. In this way, crew
health can be protected during critical long-duration missions.
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